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Introduction: Protect Your Pyramid

The goals for this section are to:

•     Know the different financial  
institution options.

•     Identify resources that protect consumers.

•     Learn the key terms of insurance and what 
coverage is important.

•     Be protected from scams and identity theft.

The other three Cornerstones create a solid foundation of 
financial wellness, so this final Cornerstone creates ways to 
protect your assets and your personal identity from losses.

How to Choose a Financial Institution

Keeping a checking and savings account at a financial institution offers you many benefits. It allows you to have 
direct deposit so you get your paycheck faster. It can also be a safe place to store your funds instead of keeping 
cash. Building a positive relationship with a bank or credit union can also help you in the future for loans or 
investment options. To maximize these benefits, you’ll want to compare the following and find what fits your 
needs best:

• Convenience and Location: Free ATMs, ease of accessibility in person, online and phone app. 
• Fees: Account fees, monthly maintenance fees or balance requirements, overdrafts, etc.
•  Customer Service: People available to help, how willing are they to work with you, etc.

Banks vs. Credit Unions: What’s the Difference?
All financial institutions can make deposits and offer loans to customers, but may operate differently.

What does NCUA-insured or FDIC-insured mean? If these banks or credit unions went out of business, the 
government will give you back your money. Checking, savings and CD accounts are federally insured up to 
$250,000 at credit unions or banks. This was created after many banks collapsed in the 1920s.

Online banks and credit unions are now widely accessible and can be convenient if you have internet access and 
do not have a need for traditional branch services. Make sure your accounts are insured. If you’re interested in this 
option, check to see if it is a good fit. Depending on your situation, it’s okay to have more than one bank account for 
your needs. You can have both online and traditional accounts.

National “Big” Banks | FDIC-Insured
•    Many locations, sometimes 

worldwide.
•  Customer base is nationwide.
• For profit.

Community Banks | FDIC-Insured
•    Located in a specific area or 

community.
•  Customers are local residents  

and businesses.
• For profit.

Credit Unions | NCUA-Insured
•    “Field of Membership” based  

on location, employer or  
group.

•  Members are part owners.
• Not-for-profit.

Spend less than you earn

Save $1,000

Pay off high interest debt
(over 8%)

Save 3-6 
months expenses

Pay off low 
interest debts

More for
retirement

M
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Check Cashing Services and Finance Companies are an alternative for people who do not have a relationship with a 
bank or credit union. Check cashing or payday advance stores are non-depository, not federally insured and charge 
high fees – often 2% to 3% of paychecks and even more for personal checks. A better option is to cash your check at 
a retail store or the issuing bank or credit union (found in lower left corner of the check). You will need a valid photo 
ID. They may offer a prepaid debit card, so be aware of additional fees.

Finance companies charge very high interest rates for unsecured loans, often more than a 20% annual percentage 
rate (APR). For better loan options, building good credit will lead to lower interest rates.

How to Open a New Account

A valid government photo ID and one of the following is required to open an account: The physical Social Security 
card, a bill with your name and address, or your birth certificate. They will ask for your Social Security Number 
(SSN) or Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN). You will also need money to meet their minimum deposit 
requirement, ranging from $25 to $100.

How to Transfer to a New Account

When you want to switch accounts or need to change to a new account, here’s how to do it:

1.  Open your new account. You may need to meet their minimum deposit requirement.
2.   Make a list of all automatic payments, automatic transfers, direct deposits and bank services  

(safe-deposit box, alerts and checks) that you have with your old account.
•    Change all direct deposits to the new account with your payroll department, pension company or 

government/Social Security Administration office. Confirm when the new account will be used.
•    Calculate how much is left outstanding in uncashed checks or upcoming auto pays until the direct 

deposits change. Leave enough money in the old account to cover that amount and still meet the 
minimum balance. Stop using the old debit card and checks.

•    Cancel any auto transfers and auto bill pays connected to the old account.
3.   Update your monthly bill payments with the new account information, including creditors and lenders that are 

linked to your bank account for payment.
4.  Set up alerts and services with the new account as needed.
5.   Once all the checks and bills have cleared and your direct deposit is going to the new account, close your old 

account, and take out any remaining funds. Keep your written confirmation that the account is closed. Check 
on account reopening policies in case you forgot a direct deposit or automatic payment. Shred the checks 
and cut up the debit card.

6.   Enjoy your new account! Monitor your bank statements carefully for the next few months to make sure all 
your income and bill pays were included.

!

Access 24/7 online or with phone app Need internet access and device

Lower fees and higher savings rates No in-person customer service

Large no-fee ATM network Cash deposits need a deposit-accepting 
ATM; not all online banks accept cash

Can link to traditional account Transfers might take a few days

Advantages of Online Only Accounts Disadvantages of Online Only Accounts

How to Choose a Financial Institution
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How to Keep Accounts in Good Standing

Checking and savings accounts are a great way to save money and pay bills. However, sometimes there might not 
be enough in the checking account to cover what is taken out and the bank or credit union pays for it anyway – that’s 
called an overdraft. They may charge a fee up to $36 every time this occurs and make your account negative, so the 
next time you make a deposit they will be paid back first. If the account is negative longer than 30 days, it might be 
closed out and reported to ChexSystems (see next page). Avoiding overdrafts is one of the more challenging aspects 
of maintaining a checking account.

Helpful tips to avoid overdrafts: 

•    Track your balance by checking online or using their phone app.
•    Use a spending plan or paycheck planner to keep track of ongoing automatic payments for rent, utilities, etc. 

so that money is always available for those items.
•    For every check or debit card use, deduct the amount from your most recent balance. If the check has not 

cashed or the charge is still pending, the balance will not reflect the lower amount yet, so you will need to be 
aware before making more purchases.

•    If you make a deposit that includes third-party checks, wait a few days to make sure they fully clear before 
using the funds. If a check is returned for non-sufficient funds (NSF) and you already spent the money, you 
are responsible for paying that amount back to the bank. To add insult to injury, you might be charged with a 
returned deposit fee, too.

•    If you are charged with overdraft or NSF fees, ask if they would be willing to forgive them.

Say “No!” to Opt in for Overdraft with a Debit Card or ATM Withdrawal

You must give your permission for banks or credit unions to allow overdrafts for debit 
or ATM withdrawals. When you open your account, they will ask you for permission 
to “opt in.” If you say yes, you will be allowed to make purchases with your debit card 
and withdrawals from an ATM even if you don’t have enough money, which may lead 
to a lot of extra fees. Those who opt in are three times as likely to have more than 10 
overdrafts per year.1 This creates extra difficulties.

If you choose to opt out, the card will decline when there is no money for a purchase 
or withdrawal. This will alert you to the fact that you are out of funds for now and 
prevents problems. While it may be embarrassing or annoying if your card is  
declined, you aren’t spending money you don’t have.

Overdraft Protection Options

You may be offered these two options, but use caution. They may cost less than regular overdraft fees, but both 
encourage overspending and may require you to opt in to activate them.

1.    Link Your Checking Account to a Savings Account: When there isn’t enough in checking, they will use your 
savings instead. They might charge a transfer fee.

2.    Use an Overdraft Line of Credit: This is a loan attached to your checking account that will be used when 
there aren’t enough funds. Interest is charged on the balance owed like a credit card, and if you don’t pay it 
off in full, you will pay a monthly minimum. Transfer fees may also apply.

1    https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/understanding-overdraft-opt-choice/ 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/understanding-overdraft-opt-choice/
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How to Keep Accounts in Good Standing

Be Aware of Fees

Depending on what type of financial institution you choose, some waive all overdraft fees, prevent you from going 
negative or charge a small monthly fee with no other surprises. Other accounts might have hidden fees. Here are 
some common fees to know about:

Monthly Service Fees
These may be waived if  

you meet a minimum balance  
or have direct deposit  

(or find a low- or no-fee account).

Out-of-Network ATMs
Check if they can be waived  
(you may have to request);  
ATM balance inquiries also  

may result in a fee.

Inactivity
If you no longer use the account, 

close it yourself. Fees may  
be charged as it won’t 
automatically close.

Paper Statements
They may charge a fee to print 
and mail the statement to you. 

Online statements are free.

Paper Checks
Some provide a free supply or 
charge a small fee for counter 

checks. Usually third-party suppliers 
are cheaper than the bank.

Savings Withdrawal Limit
FDIC limits you to only six 

withdrawals from savings monthly. 
(Overdraft transfers counts as 

withdrawals, so be careful.)

•    Personal information.
•    Inquiries by financial institutions and check 

cashing places.
•  History of checks ordered.

ChexSystems

ChexSystems is a national reporting agency for checking and savings accounts, similar to credit bureaus. About 80% 
of banks and credit unions use it to determine if the potential customer is a high or low risk.

ChexSystems reports:

•    Suspected fraud activity.
•    Negative accounts and unpaid fees.
•  Bounced checks on the account  

and with companies.

Reported items will stay for five years from the report date regardless of paid status, unless it’s incorrect. Under the 
Fair Credit Reporting Act, you have the right to see this report for free every year and dispute any incorrect items. If a 
negative item listed is paid, have it showed as paid in full. Get your free report online2 or by calling 800.428.9623.

If you’ve been denied an account due to ChexSystems, you can see your report again even if you’ve pulled it on 
your own within 12 months. If the report is correct and you owe money, take these steps:

•    Make payment arrangements on the debts listed as affordable either in full or with settlements. (See the 
Cornerstone Two collections section for more information.)

•    Once the debt is paid, you can ask the original creditor or collector to update ChexSystems and remove the 
reported item (optional on their end). Keep all payoff proof for your records.

•    If you don’t have the funds, you’ll likely have to wait the five years for it to fall off. Or, there may be a 
community bank or credit union willing to give you an account if there is no reported fraud. 

2    https://www.chexsystems.com/web/chexsystems/consumerdebit/page/requestreports/consumerdisclosure

https://www.chexsystems.com/web/chexsystems/consumerdebit/page/requestreports/consumerdisclosure/!ut/p/z1/04_Sj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfIjo8ziDRxdHA1Ngg183AP83QwcXX39LIJDfYwM_M30w1EV-HuEGAEVuPq4Gxt5G7oHmuhHkaQfTYGBOZH6cQBHA8rsByqIwm98uH4UqhVoIeBrTkABKIjwOtIAbgJuVxTkhoaGRhhkeqYrKgIArc3mYw!!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
https://www.chexsystems.com/web/chexsystems/consumerdebit/page/requestreports/consumerdisclosure
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Many protections exist for consumers. Here are more 
details on how you’re protected.

Truth in Lending Act

When you get a loan, you should receive a simple 
document that shows you the interest rate, the total 
amount you’ll pay over time and your payment schedule. 
For mortgages, you’ll also get a good faith estimate that 
lists all the fees.

CARD Act of 2009

This stopped abusive practices by creditors and made  
your statements easier to understand. Creditors also must 
give you a 45-day notice of any changes to your interest  
rate, terms or fees. Interest rate increases apply only to  
new charges going forward.

Debit vs. Credit Card Protections

The Fair Credit Billing Act (FCBA) and the Electronic Fund 
Transfer Act (EFTA) protects you if your card is stolen. 
However, there are different maximum out-of-pocket losses 
depending on the type of card:

Monitor your checking account and cards carefully, and do not use a debit card online if you can avoid it. To 
maximize your credit card protections, after you call to report, make another one in writing. Prepaid cards also have 
protections, especially when used for payroll and government benefits. Learn more about it here: consumerfinance.
gov/consumer-tools/prepaid-cards/.

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC): These are the federal 
watchdogs to protect consumers and to make sure you are being treated fairly. If you tried resolving your issue directly 
with the place of business or financial institution and didn’t get anywhere, you can submit complaints with both 
agencies. You should also report all identity theft and fraud to them so they can prevent further theft. These agencies 
can help facilitate complaints to get creditors to respond. In some cases, the FTC can also return lost funds. They 
offer great consumer resources and handouts as well. Visit the CFPB: consumerfinance.gov and the FTC: ftc.gov.

State Attorney General’s (AG) Office: This is the state watchdog to protect consumers. You can submit complaints 
regarding businesses and report fraud and scams to them. Complaints should be reported both at the federal and 
state levels. Most have a free consumer help hotline, and they should respond to your request and help as they are 
able. Find your state’s AG at naag.org.

State Department of Commerce: This is where you look up licenses (helpful if you are questioning a business’ 
legitimacy). They may take complaints in a wide variety of areas, so submit one with them, too.

Helpful Resources from Federal and State Agencies

When the Loss or Theft was Reported Debit Card Max Loss Credit Card Max Loss

Within 2 business days $50 If the thief has the card: 
$50 (usually waived) 

Just the card number: No liability
More than 2 business days, less than 
60 days $500

More than 60 calendar days Total amount stolen

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
RATE
The cost of your
credit as a yearly rate

6.88%

You have the right to receive at this time an itemization of the Amount Financed.

              I want an itemization                  I do not want an itemization

Your payment schedule will be:

FINANCE
CHARGE

The dollar amount
the credit will cost you

$129,059.36

Amount 
Financed

The amount of credit 
provided to you or on 
your behalf

$186,147.50

Total of
Payments

The amount you 
will have paid after 
you have made all 
payments as scheduled

$315,206.86

Number of Payments Amount of Payments When Payments Are Due

119 $                    1,049.11 Monthly beginning 12/01/05 and ending 10/01/15

1 $               190,362.54 11/01/15

X

Late Payment Warning: If we do  not receive your minimum payment by the 
date listed above, you may have to pay a $35 late fee and your APRs may be 
increased up to the Penalty APR of 28.99%.

Minimum Payment Warning: If you make only the minimum payment each 
period you will pay more in interest and it will take you longer to pay off your 
balance. For example:

New balance    
$3,000.00
Minimum payment due    $90.00
Payment due date    4/20/12

If you make no additional
charges using this card 
and each month you pay...

Only the minimum 
payment

$103

You will pay off the
balance shown on this
statement in about...

11 years

3 years

And you will end up
paying an estimated
total of...

$4, 745

$3, 712
(Savings = $1, 033)

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/consumer-tools/prepaid-cards/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/consumer-tools/prepaid-cards/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov
https://www.ftc.gov
https://www.naag.org
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Other Consumer Protection Tools and How to Use Them

Learn How to Complain Effectively 

As a consumer, you have the right to good service and kept 
promises. First, try talking to the business manager or owner,  
but if needed, send a complaint letter and keep a copy.

An effective complaint will have four parts:

1.   State the facts briefly and calmly without your opinion.  
What happened, dates, product or account, where, who, 
witnesses, etc.

2.   Tell them what the problem is and give a brief history if  
it’s ongoing. Send copies, not originals, for documentation  
as needed.

3.   Ask for specific action. What you want to happen? Refund, repair, replacement, etc. If you feel like it’s 
needed, state that if it is not resolved, you will contact the Attorney General.

4.  Allow a timeline for a response and inform them how and when you can be reached.

Helpful tips:

•    Do not get aggressive or threaten them, and do not attack them personally (“The person gave me incorrect 
information because …,” instead of “They were really stupid …”).

•    Use caution if using social media to make a complaint. While it may be effective and, in some cases, faster, 
be careful what you say and consider how much personal information you want out there. Take your time 
and read through it a few times before posting.

•    You could also report to any local newspapers’ or radio/TV stations’ consumer action hotlines if available.

Free or Low-Cost Legal Help

Each state has a network offering free legal information and referrals to legal aid or pro bono (volunteer) lawyers. 
Find your local Legal Aid resource at lsc.gov. Legal Aid usually serves anyone who has a low income, a disability  
or is at least 60 years old. Common areas of help include: evictions and landlord abuse, foreclosure rights, public 
and Section 8 housing, housing discrimination, denial of public benefits, divorce, child custody and support, 
domestic abuse, disability, debt collection and unfair loans, immigration, and youth- and elder-related issues.3

National Association of Consumer Advocates (NACA)

NACA is a nationwide membership organization of more than 1,500 attorneys who are devoted to consumer 
justice. They are committed to helping consumers who have been “victimized by fraudulent, abusive and predatory 
business practices.”4 Their website provides resources about consumer rights and protections in addition to 
referrals to consumer advocacy attorneys. Visit consumeradvocates.org/find-an-attorney to contact an attorney  
and get a quick consultation to see if they will be able to assist you. 

3    Mid-MN Legal Aid
4    https://www.consumeradvocates.org/for-consumers

https://www.lsc.gov
https://www.consumeradvocates.org/findanattorney/
https://mylegalaid.org/get-help
https://www.consumeradvocates.org/for-consumers/
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Insurance: A Tool for Risk Management

Insurance is a good way to protect yourself and your financial assets from losses. There are three types of 
loss that every person could face:

•    Personal Loss: Illness, injury or even death (and income loss caused by these events).
•    Property Loss: Things you own being stolen or destroyed by people or acts of nature.
•    Liability Loss: Being sued for damage to others’ property, or their injury or death.

By having insurance, you share the risk of loss with the insurance company in exchange for a premium that 
you pay the company. If that risk occurs, the company pays for some or all of it. It can afford to do that 
because it pools the premiums from many policy holders and then pays claims from this pool of money. 
Insurance can provide peace of mind from life’s hazards.

How to make good decisions about insurance coverage:

•    Shop around, compare rates and check reviews. If you need multiple types of insurance, “bundling” 
with the same company may save you additional money.

•    Choose the deductible and coverage based on what you need, reputation of the company and what 
you could pay out of pocket in an emergency, not just the cheapest premiums.

•    Use a periodic savings account for annual or semi-annual premiums (cheaper than monthly).
•    Never sign blank insurance application or claim forms, and keep a copy of whatever you send in.
•    Go to iii.org for helpful information.

What Insurance Do I Need?

The priority insurances are: health, vehicle, homeowners/renters, disability and life insurance. They will be 
covered in more detail in the following pages.

There are other insurances that cover pets,* travel, credit card balance protection, personal accidents, critical 
illness, cell phones, appliances, etc. Unless they are offered for free (or very low cost) through an employer, 
they might have high monthly premiums and are preying on your fear. Read what the policy pays for, what 
specifically they do NOT cover, how much the deductible is before they will pay a claim, and the maximum 
amount they will pay out. More than likely there are loopholes companies use to not pay out, and you would be 
better off setting aside the money in emergency savings instead.

*Pet insurance may be worth looking into if you are concerned about potentially high vet bills. Compare the monthly cost to your ability to save for those 
kinds of emergencies.

Key Terms:
•  Policy: The document stating what is covered, for how long and lists any exceptions. (Read it!)
•  Premium: The payment you must make to maintain the coverage. (Never be late!)
•  Claim: The form you file with your insurance company to have them pay for something covered.
•  Deductible: The amount you must pay yourself before the company begins to pay a claim.
•  Term: The time period that the policy is in effect for.
•  Appeal: The form you file when a claim has been denied, asking the company to look again.

https://www.iii.org
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Health Insurance

There are several ways that Americans get health insurance:

1.   Being Employed: Many employers provide a health insurance plan and 
even pay a part of the premium, reducing your cost. Know when your open 
enrollment period is as it allows you to change your health plan (and other 
benefits) yearly. If you leave the job, you can keep coverage through COBRA  
for 18 months, but you’ll pay up to 102% of the premium, which can be costly.

2.   State and Federal Programs: Medicare is available to people starting at age 65 (and after 24 months 
of Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)). There is Part A, Part B (you pay a premium), and you 
can also pay for a supplemental policy. Medicaid (name varies by state) is available to certain groups 
of individuals with low incomes, with wider coverage for children. Some states and tribes have 
additional programs.

3.   Private Policies You Buy Through the Affordable Care Act (ACA): There is a nationwide Health 
Insurance Marketplace to shop for affordable coverage. Go to healthcare.gov to find out where to 
apply. Under current ACA rules, health insurance companies cannot refuse to cover you or charge you 
more just because of you have a pre-existing condition.

   Certified Navigators: A free and helpful resource that can provide guidance in finding the best options: 
localhelp.healthcare.gov/#/. Navigators can be useful since the rules are always changing under the ACA.

Low-Deductible vs. High-Deductible Health Plans (HDHP) with a Health Savings Account (HSA)

Low-deductible health plans may offer better coverage, but the higher premiums may be difficult to afford. As 
an alternative, high-deductible plans are offered as a cheaper option, and you are encouraged to save extra 
money in a Health Savings Account (HSA) instead. Some employers even contribute money to your HSA on 
your behalf. If you are healthy, rarely need a doctor and can make significant contributions to your HSA, then 
this may be beneficial.

However, if you do not have the savings to meet your high deductible (and your employer doesn’t help), have 
ongoing important medical needs or risks, and would avoid the doctor because you can’t pay for it or would 
worry about the bill, then you may want to consider the lower deductible option.

If it’s a matter of some coverage vs. no coverage at all – get whatever coverage you can afford. As your 
finances improve, you can save more and then explore your options again during open enrollment.

Key Terms:
•     Copay: The amount that you must pay out-of-pocket for each doctor visit or prescription.
     (If your policy does not have copays, you will need to pay your deductible instead.)
•  Formulary: A list of what prescription drugs are covered by the policy.
•   Deductible: The amount you pay each year before insurance covers the bill; preventative care must 

be 100% covered so check what services are on the list.
•  Coinsurance: The percentage of the bill you must pay after the deductible is met.
•   Prior Authorization: No coverage unless you call first to get approval for the service or medication.
•   Maximum Out-of-Pocket: The most you could pay per year for your health care needs; once the 

out-of-pocket is reached, insurance will cover everything after at 100%. (There is an individual and a 
family maximum out-of-pocket.)

i

https://www.healthcare.gov
https://localhelp.healthcare.gov/#/
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Two important health insurance tips:
1.   There is a difference between a Health Savings Account (HSA) and a Flex Spending Account (FSA)  

through an employer. Both are funded pre-tax from your paycheck and used for IRS-qualified medical 
expenses, but they serve different purposes:

2.   Read your insurance policies. Knowing your coverage can help you make choices, and to make sure  
the insurance company pays your bills. If they do not, you are liable. You should get an Explanation of  
Benefits (EOB) which explains what they will pay out – keep that until you get the bill from the clinic 
or hospital. If you get the bill first without the EOB, call the billing department to see if your insurance 
information is correct. If your claim is denied, file an appeal. If denied again, consider advocacy with  
the state attorney general.

Disability Insurance

Disability insurance offers protection from loss of income if you become unable to work. There is the Social 
Security Disability program, but it may take years to get approved, so many people explore additional coverage 
options. There are two types of disability insurance:

The most common way to have disability insurance is through an employer, often as a no-cost benefit to you. Even 
if your employer doesn’t pay for it, but offers it as a voluntary option, the premiums may be affordable since it will 
be a group rate. You can also purchase your own private plan through a reputable insurance company, especially if 
you are self-employed or want additional protection. There is a maximum coverage limit; normally, you can’t protect 
more than 75% of your income.

Create a “what if” scenario using your long-term disability insurance, if you have coverage:
•    How much will your monthly benefit be? Create a crisis budget off that amount to be prepared.
•    Is there guaranteed renewal without a yearly medical exam? Can it be canceled for any reason?
•    How long will it last? What documentation do they need for it to last to age 65?
•    Do I have short-term disability? If not, do I have emergency savings to cover the waiting period?
•    How much of my disability benefits would be considered taxable income?

i

 Health Savings Account (HSA) Flex Spending Account (FSA)

•   Savings Tool: Balance remaining in the  
account rolls over to the next year and earns 
earns interest tax-free.

•  Qualified withdrawals are non-taxable.
•  Contribution amount can be adjusted.
•  Can reimburse yourself as funds are saved.

•   Spending Account Only: No savings  
function or interest earned – use it or lose it!

•   Contribution amount is fixed and non- 
adjustable once open enrollment ends.

•  Fully funded with chosen amount on day one.

On average, covers 60%-70% of base salary (no over-
time, bonuses or commissions – which can be the  

largest adjustment in a budget).

Covers 40%-60% of base salary
(no overtime, bonuses or commissions).

Short waiting period of 14-30 days. Longer waiting period of 3-6 months.

Pays until long-term disability starts paying, usually 3-6 
months, possibly a year.

Benefits end when the disability ends. Or, if it’s on-
going, then may last for a certain amount of years 

or to age 65 with documentation.

Short-Term Disability Insurance Long-Term Disability Insurance

Health Insurance
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Auto Insurance

Find out whether your state is a “no-fault” state for car insurance. This 
means that if there is an accident, each driver can get compensation under 
their own insurance policy, regardless of who caused the accident. That way, 
claims can be settled quickly without long lawsuits. For example, Minnesota 
law states no-fault coverage applies only to the expenses resulting from 
injuries (the Personal Injury Protection coverage).5 In certain situations, you 
may make a claim against the other driver’s liability coverage if the other 
driver is found to be liable. Generally, the insurance companies work out that process between each other.

*Like with health insurance, deductibles and coverage can make a difference in your out-of-pocket risk. If 
you can’t afford to replace your vehicle if something happens but can afford your insurance premiums and 
deductible, then removing the extra coverage might not be worth it.

Steps to take if you are involved in a car accident:

1.  Don’t leave the scene. Call law enforcement and file a report of what happened.
2.   Take careful note of the time of accident, the license plate and insurance information of other driver, the 

street and city, weather and road conditions, and how the accident happened. Pictures of the accident 
scene and any witness testimony are also useful for documentation.

3.  Call your agent or insurance company representative to file a claim. Keep copies of your paperwork.
4.   If you are in a rental car and you paid with a credit card, check the card for rental car coverage. If it has it, 

call them immediately to report and involve them in the claims process.

Credit Scores and Car Insurance 

As mentioned in Cornerstone Three, your credit score can be a bigger factor than your driving record in pricing your 
auto insurance (depending on which state you live in). If you rebuild your credit, shop around for new rates. 

5    https://mn.gov/commerce-stat/pdfs/auto-insurance-guide.pdf

Key Terms:
•     Liability Coverage: Pays for injuries and damage to others’ property in an accident. There often are 

state minimum requirements for each person injured and for property damage (to others’ property, not 
damage to your own car).

•     Comprehensive Coverage: Pays for damage to your car other than from collisions. Usually you are 
covered for theft, fire, storms, floods, falling objects and collisions with animals.

•     Collision Coverage: Pays for damage to your car in an accident. It is typically the most expensive 
coverage, so many people drop this part once the car gets down to a low value.*

•     Personal Injury Protection: Covers medical payments and lost income from an accident.
•     Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist: Covers accidents with someone without insurance.
•     Bodily Injury: Covers liability for injury or death of any person in an accident.

!

i

https://mn.gov/commerce-stat/pdfs/auto-insurance-guide.pdf
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Renters and Condominium Insurance

Property owners and condominium associations usually carry insurance coverage for the building, but never for 
your personal belongings. You can purchase an individual policy to cover the replacement of your possessions 
and any liability if someone is injured on your property.

This type of renters or condominium insurance is often inexpensive, so this coverage is recommended as it 
would cost more to replace your items on your own due to a fire, theft or: water or smoke damage. If you have 
roommates, check to see if the policy would extend to all of you or if you each need to get your own policy.

Homeowners Insurance

Having a house may be the largest investment you’ll ever make, so protect it. 
Homeowners insurance policies typically offer this coverage:

• Repair or replacement of the home itself.
• Personal property inside the home, if stolen or destroyed.
•  Personal liability for damage that you, your family or pets do  

to others on your property.

A typical policy is called HO-3 and it provides coverage for many types of losses: fire, lightning, smoke, vandalism, 
theft, windstorms, electrical problems, snow, ice, etc. as well as for personal liability up to a limit. The kinds of 
losses not covered are damages caused by: flood, earthquake, war, nuclear accident or negligence by homeowner 
(i.e.: not maintaining the property). Depending on your geographic location and risk level, you may want or need a 
separate policy for wind, flood or earthquakes.

Renters/homeowners insurance coverage tips:

•  Create an inventory list of your possessions and include photos or video for proof. Have a backup copy 
stored off-site if possible.

•  Valuable items like jewelry, electronics, antiques, etc. have minimal coverage with your standard policy. 
Check if you need extra coverage called an endorsement.

•  Choose guaranteed replacement cost coverage so insurance will pay the full cost to replace lost 
possessions, not just the original cost (or worse yet, current value). This would also provide enough to 
completely rebuild your home if needed.

•  Consider buying an umbrella policy (extra liability coverage up to one million dollars) so if you are sued  
for an injury that occurred on your property, there is enough coverage.

•  Put smoke and carbon monoxide detectors on every floor and deadbolts on every entrance door to  
protect your home.

i
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Life Insurance

Life insurance pays a cash benefit when you die; they are commonly used to help 
cover your family’s financial needs. Having money during this stressful time can 
help by:

• Paying for final medical costs, funeral costs and estate taxes due.
• Providing income for family readjustment like a move or finding a job.
•  Paying for ongoing expenses while the family makes plans to deal with 

loss of income.

You may also choose to have life insurance regardless of financial need in order 
to benefit an organization of your choice, leaving a legacy for future generations.

Like with all insurance, there are exclusions that might prevent a payout of the benefit, so make sure to read 
your policy.

The Basic Choice: Term Life or Permanent Life Insurance

Term life insurance provides coverage for a period (i.e. five years, 20 years, etc.) and pays a benefit only if you 
die during that time period. Most policies can be renewed for another term, but the premiums will increase 
each time and you may have to prove yourself “insurable” again with a medical exam. Generally, the cost of 
term life is very low. This allows you to buy a higher level of coverage, for example, when you have young 
children as dependents or a larger amount of joint debt with someone.

Some employers offer a life insurance policy as a job benefit, and with large employers during open enrollment, 
the insurer must accept you without a medical exam. Please note that if you have life insurance through your 
employer, the coverage may end once you no longer work for them due to leaving, termination or retirement. 
Check with your benefits company to see what your options are at that time. You may get a new policy with a 
new job or pay for an individual policy instead.

Permanent life insurance is structured as a lifetime policy with guaranteed renewal, as long as you pay the 
premiums, which are much more expensive than term insurance. Normally these policies are purchased 
individually with an insurance company, so they are not attached to employment. You will have to be deemed 
“insurable” with a medical exam.

Different types of policies include: whole life, variable life and universal life. All offer cash value, which means 
the higher premium you pay covers term life costs and invests the extra on your behalf, so you could tap into it 
in the future in one of three ways:

• Cancel the policy and cash out the equity – but it takes many years to build any equity.
• Stop paying the premiums and use the cash value to pay for the coverage until it runs out.
• Take a loan against the value (within the policy with the insurance company) and pay it back.

Keep Your Beneficiaries Updated

A beneficiary is someone you choose to receive the cash benefit if you die while the policy is still active. You 
may pick one person or multiple people, a trust and/or charities, and allocate a percentage to each. Generally, 
you will need the name, date of birth, address, and the Social Security Number of each person you pick so the 
insurance company can locate them when needed. It is recommended to update your beneficiaries every time 
there is a life event: marriage or divorce, child(ren) or if a beneficiary dies.

i
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Scam and Fraud Prevention

Scams happen! You are not alone as scams affect people of all ages. 
People in their 30s and 40s are just as likely to be targeted as people aged 
60 and older. However, according to a 2016 study,6 people 50 and older hold 
83% of the wealth in America; households headed by people in their 70s 
and 80s tend to have the highest median net worth. That makes them prime 
targets for financial scams as the losses tend to be larger. No matter what 
age, the effects can be devastating.

Never assume it will be only once; it may happen multiple times. 
Unfortunately, once you are a victim of a scam, you also become a target going forward.

Be aware of scams: usa.gov/common-scams-frauds.

Know the ABCs of scams: These red flags are the building blocks of scams. Knock them down!

•  Asking for gift cards as payment, for your bank account or credit card number, or for your birthdate, SSN, 
passwords or PINs. Government agencies or businesses will never call or email you first and ask you for 
your personal information or for payment without written proof.

•  Becoming aggressive or threatening. Scammers want you to feel pressured to make a quick decision. If 
you’re on the phone, you can hang up and do some research first. Legitimate businesses will always be 
okay with you calling back and verifying who they are.

•  Contacting you first and out of the blue. A common scam is pretending to be from an agency or “tech 
support” and doing the things listed above. Or even worse, pretending to be a family member in an 
emergency and asking for money ASAP. Put the person on hold and call another family member directly to 
confirm it’s real.  
(Usually, it’s not.)

Bonus letter! Depositing checks: If you are asked to deposit a large check, forward cash or gift cards to them, and 
keep a bit for yourself, it’s a scam. What happens: the check won’t clear, the money is gone, and if your account is 
negative the bank or credit union will hold you 100% responsible to pay it back.

6    https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/home-and-family/personal-technology/2016/09/2016-Longevity-Economy-AARP.pdf

Opportunity:
•   Scammers promise 

exciting rewards such 
as a windfall of money; 
a new investment or job 
opportunity; a grant; a 
chance to get out of debt 
easily; or romance/ 
companionship.

•   Examples: Prize/lottery 
scams, investment fraud, 
sweetheart scams.

Threat/Fear:
•   Scammers threaten the 

target with negative  
outcomes – arrest, 
identity theft, financial 
loss – if they don’t pay 
money.

•   Examples: Government  
imposter scams, tech 
support, extortion, 
“grandparent scam.”

Consumer Purchase:
•   Fake products and 

services are advertised 
to consumer that do not 
exist or that won’t be 
provided; asking for  
signatures on blank 
forms.

•   Examples: Online 
marketplace fraud, pet 
adoption scams, home 
or car repair fraud, rental 
scams.

The Three Main Categories of Scams

!

https://www.usa.gov/common-scams-frauds
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/home-and-family/personal-technology/2016/09/2016-Longevity-Economy-AARP.pdf
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Red Flags of Relational Scams

We might not see the warning signs when we have initiated contact first or if it is 
associated with a person (or business) we feel like we can trust. Here are some 
specific examples of scams to be aware of:

•  Work from Home or “Get Rich Quick” Businesses: These are tricky to spot 
because these fake opportunities may be found next to real job postings on 
popular job search websites. The scam ends up with fake paychecks, stolen 
bank account information and/or money lost.

•   Warning Signs:
o  High pay for little to no work; no skills or experience are required.
o  You are required to pay for training, supplies, or client leads first (that are fake).
o  Promises of a guaranteed income – if it sounds too good to be true, it probably is.

•  Romance Scams: Meeting people online has real potential, but not everyone is honest. Fake social media 
accounts or dating profiles can seem genuine and trustworthy. Unfortunately, they manipulate your feelings  
and end up asking for money, gift cards, or account information.

•   Warning Signs:
o   The person has an excuse to never video chat or meet in person – they travel a lot for work, or  

they have constant “emergencies” leading to “financial trouble.”
o  The relationship escalates quickly to offers of moving or marriage.
o  They tell you to cut off contact with family or friends.
o  They may offer money but need your account number to do so – don’t do it!

•  Pyramid Schemes: You may find out about an “opportunity” on a job site while looking for extra income.  
Or, you’re invited to a party by a friend and it seems fun – all you do is sell a product and recruit others to  
join you. “Full-time pay with part-time hours!” They may call it Multi-level Marketing (MLM), which is legal, 
but caution is advised. While a legitimate MLM opportunity should make money by only selling the  
product, there is a fine line between legitimate and scam when it comes to upfront fees, inventory 
requirements, and paying for trainings and conferences. If they are encouraging debt use to start up your 
“business” – walk away!

•   Warning Signs:
o   The only way to make “real” money is by recruiting new people to join you. If they say, “find two 

people who find two people,” it’s most likely a pyramid scheme.
o  You are required to buy more than you can sell to stay active or qualify for bonuses.
o   They encourage a “hustle” mentality for guaranteed success. Most people do work hard but 

make little to no money, and even lose money. Find their disclosure showing the average profit 
of a direct seller. Generally, it’s a low amount.

o   They make extravagant promises and use high-pressure sales tactics, forcing you to act now 
and not research them first. (This is also used for timeshares – avoid them!)

Relational scams can be prevented, but it may require a reality check that may not always be welcomed. It is 
important to check in with loved ones and make sure they are not being taken advantage of.

Internet

Scam and Fraud Prevention

https://consumer.ftc.gov/articles/job-scams
https://www.fbi.gov/scams-and-safety/common-scams-and-crimes/romance-scams
https://consumer.ftc.gov/articles/multi-level-marketing-businesses-pyramid-schemes
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Protect Yourself: Outsmart the Scammers!

•  Don’t answer calls from numbers you don’t recognize.
•   Hang up on people you don’t know.
•   Block robocalls on cell phone and landlines.  

Be aware of fees. Check here for resources: fcc.gov/call-blocking.
•   Don’t give out personal information unless you initiated the call and verified the number.
•   Check monthly credit card and bank statements for unrecognized charges or 

unauthorized recurring charges.

{Phone

•   Don’t click on any links, even from people you know, unless it was expected.
•   Learn how to recognize “phishing” emails: consumer.ftc.gov/articles/how-recognize-and-

avoid-phishing-scams.{Email

•   Don’t announce travel plans on social media sites.
•   Use strong and long passwords and different ones for every log-in. Or, consider a 

reputable password manager.
•   Never use a debit card to pay online – use a credit card or single source payer (Paypal, 

Google Pay, Apple Pay, etc.) that encrypts your information.
•  Watch out for “spoofed” websites (fake websites for real companies).
•  Research first before purchasing an item online – some vary in quality.
•   Verify online profiles by doing online searches of their image and details.
•   Research potential employers to find independent reviews outside of their company website.

Internet{
Ways to Help Prevent Identity Theft

If you suspect identity theft, do this right away:

1)   Call all companies affected.
2)   Report it at identitytheft.gov or call 877.438.4338.
3)   File a police report. Now available online with some cities.
4)    Go to annualcreditreport.com and pull all three credit reports. Review them for any new 

fraudulent accounts. Dispute any wrong information with all three bureaus.
5)   Place a temporary fraud alert.

Sign up for informed delivery at USPS. Remove names from lists: optoutprescreen.com, 
dmachoice.org, donotcall.gov.

Monitor bank and credit card statements monthly and question any unrecognized charges or 
unauthorized recurring charges.

Shred all mail with personal information on it.

Inspect credit reports annually for mistakes or unknown accounts.

Review Social Security statements annually for accurate earnings.

Sign Up

Monitor

Inspect

Review

Shred

https://www.fcc.gov/call-blocking
https://consumer.ftc.gov/articles/how-recognize-and-avoid-phishing-scams
https://consumer.ftc.gov/articles/how-recognize-and-avoid-phishing-scams
https://www.identitytheft.gov/#/
https://www.annualcreditreport.com/index.action
https://informeddelivery.usps.com/box/pages/intro/start.action
https://www.optoutprescreen.com
https://www.dmachoice.org
https://www.donotcall.gov
https://www.annualcreditreport.com/index.action
https://www.ssa.gov
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Credit Freeze: The Best Defense

A credit freeze locks access to your credit file, so no new accounts can be opened. You can still use your 
current open lines of credit. Federal law requires it be free to place and lift a credit freeze, and you can place a 
freeze for children under 16 (not online, must be via fax or mail). It’s best placed when you do not need a credit 
check soon for new credit, loans or background checks.

Once a freeze request is received, the credit reporting agency must place it within three days and provide you 
a unique PIN within 10 days. Be sure to store the log-in information in a safe spot. If you can’t do it online, you 
can call the credit bureaus and do it by phone. Either way, this process may take awhile, so set aside a chunk 
of time. This freeze lasts until you temporarily lift it or permanently remove it. It may take up to 24 to 48 hours 
to unfreeze, so keep that in mind for planning purposes.

Credit Lock vs. Credit Freeze

The three credit bureaus have created phone apps to allow consumers to lock and unlock their credit with 
a click of a button. It is quick and convenient; however, it comes with a catch. These phone apps are not 
governed by federal law like the credit freezes, and the fine print makes it clear that the companies don’t 
guarantee error-free operation or uninterrupted service.

Equifax and TransUnion offer it for free (under their different product names that sell services), but Experian 
bundles this credit lock with their other services and charges $9.99-$29.99/month for this privilege. Since 
credit locks are not required to be free, the other two could change at any time.

If you have the time and energy, it is worth the extra step to freeze your credit for free. At the same time, a 
credit lock is better than nothing at all – but the monthly fee should make you think twice.

Identity Theft Protection: Is It Worth It?

First, check if you have any free benefits already through other products you own. Then ask yourself:

experian.com/freeze
transunion.com/

credit-freeze
equifax.com/personal/
credit-report-services

Start: Can I monitor my reports, 
statement, and/or set up alerts?

YES, I should always do this.
Am I able to freeze my credit with 

all three credit bureaus? 

Congrats! You are doing 99% of 
what identity theft protection 

promises for free! You don’t need 
to pay for it. 

Paying for it may offer extra 
peace of mind. But a credit 

freeze is still recommended.

Has your identity been 
stolen before?

Good. Have them 
help you set up 

credit freezes and 
self-monitoring.

Call United Way 
2-1-1 or  

NFCC.org for 
referrals and 
resources.

Can you find someone 
to help you do this on 

your own instead?

YES

NO

NO

NOYES

YES

Tip: Consider transferring the monthly fee you would be paying into savings instead.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mmP8fGi-Qw
https://www.experian.com/freeze/center.html
https://www.transunion.com/credit-freeze?atvy=%7B%22172327%22%3A%22Experience+B+-+Returning+Users%22%7D
https://www.transunion.com/credit-freeze?atvy=%7B%22172327%22%3A%22Experience+B+-+Returning+Users%22%7D
https://www.equifax.com/personal/credit-report-services/credit-freeze/
https://www.equifax.com/personal/credit-report-services/credit-freeze/
https://www.nfcc.org
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Predatory Lending Practices

Predatory practices are when you are led or rushed into a transaction that is not what you expected or were 
promised. Predatory lending primarily benefits the lender and ignores your ability to pay. It’s okay to walk away from 
a loan (or purchase) if you feel like it is different than what you were told, or if it doesn’t benefit your overall financial 
wellness. Anyone can be a victim of predatory practices.

Unfortunately, people who are struggling to meet basic needs, are unemployed or underemployed, and/or have a 
lack of access to credit options due to discrimination, level of education, or low credit scores tend to be targeted  
the most.

Red flags of predatory lending practices:

•   Too Good to Be True: The common thread of all our warnings.
•   Approved Regardless of Credit: Results in very high interest rates.
•    No Disclosure of the Annual Percentage Rate (APR): The focus is on the monthly payment, not on the 

overall cost of the loan.
•    Bait-and-Switch: The lender promises a specific interest rate and loan terms but at the time of signing it is 

different. They might promise that they will fix it later, but they won’t.
•    Balloon Payments: The monthly payment is low, but the fine print shows there is a large balance owed at 

the end of the loan term. This will force you to qualify again for another loan. If you do not qualify, you risk 
losing any asset attached to the loan.

•    Negative Amortization: If the monthly payment is low and interest is high, the loan might grow larger over 
time instead, trapping you in a lifetime of debt.

•   Prepayment Penalties: Unnecessary fees charged if the loan is paid off early.
•    The Only Payment Option is Auto-Withdrawal: No one can demand access to your bank accounts to collect 

payments. They may try to withdraw multiple times, creating overdrafts.

Five helpful tips to protect yourself:

1.    Ask for the loan disclosure showing the rate and 
fees. If the prepayment penalty box is checked, 
ask about the penalty amount and how long the 
prepayment period lasts.

2.    Do not sign any blank or incorrect documents 
 – if pushed to sign, walk away!

3.    Use a loan calculator before signing loan 
documents to verify your monthly payment and 
loan payoff schedule. This will show you if they 
are adding extra fees to your monthly payment or 
hiding a balloon payment or  
negative amortization.

4.    If you need money for necessary living expenses, 
consider utilizing community resources, family or friends first to avoid high interest rate loans.

5.    Continue to build good credit and establish a relationship with a bank or credit union to have better loan 
options or the opportunity to refinance to a lower rate in the future.

https://www.nerdwallet.com/mortgages/mortgage-calculator
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